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The performance of slid~ surfaces, such as piston rings~ cyl-
Indors: journals, and,bearings, in aircraft ongfnes is coasidored with
roforonco to tho surface characteristics that they possess before end
actor mnnlng-ln, prior to servlco operation, The phcflononaaccompany
tho running-in procoss oro mfiyzod. Mmns of oltiinating tho running-
in procoss and of increasing lifo and performance of piston rings and
boorin~s by artificial rtuudn~in are suggostad. Tho aapects of
runnin~-in that aro considered may, in gonoral, be applied to sliding
surfaces o:hor than pistcn rings. Infonoatlon on the vurious phases
of running-in havo boon obtained chiefly frm litcratuc~

The piston rhg is amci~ thm foremost of engine p,uts that limit
owxhal periods oi aircraft cnginos (refer9rie1). I%c dlort life of
tkc present-day piston ring-,to@her with tho waste iihorcnt in the
rmnin~~in of piston ri~~, tends to make the pigton ring r+.costly
onghe conponcmt= For thcso reasons, it is fitting that sufficient in-
vosti~ation of tho pcm”ormrmco of tho piston ring be conductod until tl
engiao part yielis troulle-free operation over loug periods of tine,

Aftor its manufacturol a piston ring musb be brolconin, in order
that itsportorma?xo characteristicsmy be improved prior to service
oporation. Highly loado~ bearing s~=rfacosof all twos, sack as
plain journal bearings cnd cylinder hrrols, aro also brokon in.

lIoclornmethods of brceki~in aro ompirioal. Littlo attempt
is ando to dotormino how far running-in shculd bo carrlod before
sorvicc operation. Brookin@n of sliding surfaoos usuollv includes
operation at lcii6pccds nr~ loadm and uso of spgcial lubricants for a
porioclof tinu ccllod tho “run-in period.’1 Tho broaMn@n of piston
rings for aircraft ou@fie~ smzotimos involvos preliminary hand lappiw
Ex~orlncntel aircrafl+ongino cylinders may be sandpqorcd prior to
on~-no oporetioa. Dcs@tc these prellminsrics, tho piston ring re-
mains the chief maintonancc problom for military ahcraft cqglnos.

—. -— _. — ..- .— — —— -
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The advantages accruing from kunnimg-in are plentiful, albeit
vaguely appreciated~ but the waste associated with the rumni~in
process is great. This waste represents loss of time, labor, and
material expended on the running-in period.

It is obviously desirable to minimize or to eliminate the
running-in process. Towar5 tLis end it is helnful to envision a
process of artificial running-in. Artificial running-iri,namely,
the premanufacturs of surfaces that would fit a piston ring or other
slider for immediate service uee, is the logical substitute for
ruining-in.

It is th~ purpose of this paqer, after the ccnceat of artificial
ruining-in is raised, to examine in detail (mainly from literature)
the phenomena tt.atconstitute running-in and ta suggest how these
Fnencmena may be caused to occur on a piston ring without rescrt to
the procedure of rurming-in. Such an artificially rum-in ;iston ring
oy ether sllding siirfacemiqht be capable of being satisfactmily
employed in an engine under service con~itions i~.qediatelyafter
irmtallation in the engine. This study was conducted at the Langley
kiemcrialAeroru-.uticalLabcratcry, Lan@sy Field, Va,, durir? the
winter ef 191+2.

The following terns uned in this paper and in other pape:’shave
been ccllected I’orcofiv~nienceof reference:

slidiw of.surfaces - ?.elativetranslation of bodies in cmtact under
pressure.

lxeakirq$in - The process of intentionally sliding new surfaces prier
to 3peration under service conditions.

wearing-in - The p%nmencn of wearing one surface aqair~t another
such tnzt rdre favcrable performance characteristics exist after
tlJSclx~15ti7Jnof the wearii~.

rumir~-itl - Tlkewcari~”-in prior to sarvice cFeration cf the
eliding surface of a rachine part by cperation of the rachine in
which the part is used.

w22ring-out - T!.?phencmenan 01 wearing cne surface against another
~u~h t.kt k?ss fav>rabl~ ]~erfcrJ~nCechracteri~tics exist after
the coc:,letion~f the wearin&.
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load-carrying capacity - The maximum load or pressure that sliding
surfacee can support without seizure or rearing-out.

. .. b- , . . .- ..,- -—, . ,

performance characteristics-
collectively, load-carrying
temperature rise of sliding

supersurface - That part of a
surrounding fluidj a purely

.. .
A general term used to designate,
capacity, friction force, wear, and
surfaces.

solid body immediately adjacent to a
two-dimmsional geometric concept.

surface profile - The microscopic topgraphy of a supsrsnrface.
(See fig. 1, from refkrence 2, for photomicrographicexamples.)

surface roughness - A rating assigned to a surface profile to
represent some quality or characteristic of the profile.

percentage bearing area - The percentage of area of a plane, par-
allel ts and at a &iv&n diskanca fro.?the nc=inal ~wface, intsr-
se?ted by the surface profile~ figure 2 illustrat~s tIieccnskruc-
tiGn 01’a tearing-area curve fram a recori of the ~rof’ile.

rcughmss number - The distance between ?lan:’sof different percent-
age bearing area expressed in r.icroincnrs,

peak roughngss n’u?.?b,;r- TkG distance hetwscm t.hsnl~:s of 2-p.?rcznt
aln.12+p~rcvnt bezring area, exFressed in micrciflches;figure 3
illustrates a profile trace of low paiikroq~hncs~ nur,berac doter-
minal by bearin.~-arkaCUZ’VL.

r.ms- ThG ro~t-m~~n-squ~rc Valut? nf a surfaca profi”leelq?ressrdin
rr.icro.inch~s;the profiliomay be tll~actual prax’ileor the profile
that is .kt,:rt,.inedby a moasurin~ instrument.

CHAIlACTi3RISTICSOF RUN-IN 5VRFACE5

DETECTION A’;DMWWR!ZLWT

The r’unning-iriprocess makss Its.lf evident in two ways:

la It modifies the sliding surfaces of piston rings, plain
journal bearings, and other slidiq parts.

2. Bacause of this change in surface, it modifies the per-
formance characteristicsof thesa piston rings, plain journal
bearings, ar.dothm sliding parts.

-—. . .-
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to a surface during running-in must first be detected
must then be measured if they are to be reproduced
,methods.

The rhenomena that indicate the difference between a virgin and
a run-in piston ring nay be any combination of the following:

1, Fcrmation

2. Cflangein

3. Chan~e in

h. Formation

of !3eLlb,ylayer on piston-r~.nf~face

surface profile on pistan-rin~ face

shape of piston-ring Iace .~rcylinder barrel

of new material on piston-ring face

s. Wdificabion 01 radial-pressure ~ttern

6. Change in mtallur~ical struct.me

7. Removal 01 Ucesely :.51Jsurf’acematerial.

For surf:icesother than those of niston rings, all of the foregoing
phenofienamay b~ present except ~) for example, a jmrnal bearing
~d#Lt show all of the listed phenomena except j and ~.

3eilby layer. - In-19Gl, G. T. Beilby stated tilatsurfaces which
had bwn r&al~raFhically polished shatieda thi~ layer of structure
different fro~ that of’bhe basis mtal when viewed under the micro-
scope (refersnce ~). He inferred that this superstratumwas similar
to the Rayleigh layer which had been produced earlier on transparent
solids such as quartz. The Rayleign layer could be detected by its
changed refractive index, but no means of detection of the Beilby
layer was found until ths 193C)IS when electron diffraction came into
acLivG use. Beilby had assumed that the layer which now bears his
name consisted of amrphous ~tal although he could not be sure that
it did not consist cf crystals too snMl to be rssolved under the
optical microscope.

The usc of X-ray diffraction had failed to reveal the presence
of the layer because, aa it was later fmnq, the layer was so thin
that X-rays passed through and ~er~ diffracted chiefly by the basis
.=tal. Electrons, because of their poor ~i?natrativepower, did not
pa~s thr~u~h the laysr and herIsowere diffracted only by the layer.
Thus, electron-diffractionmethods constituted a direct means of
d4asticn of the BailWy layer.

El=ctrcn-diffractionmtterns may be obtained as transmission
patterns with on~yvcry thin foil. Reflection patterns are the

---
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only suitable means to be usad with epachens of any
thickness hence, specimens, such as piston rings or
examined only by reflection mthods.

-.-.-F.> ., .. .. ..---- .. . .

The Beilby layer is thouzht to be formed by the

d
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considerabb
bearings, are

extremely quick
solidification-of ~urface met;l that is melted during sliding: ‘Local
pressures during rubbing are extremely high and local temperatures
reach the ~lting point of the eliding material (reference .4). The
heat capacity of the metal surrounding these mlten spots Is so high,
compared with the small amount of heat generated there, that solidi-
fication is instant. This short time interval during which solidi-
fication occurs is thought insufficient to allow the crystals to
orient thernselvesas usual, resulting in an amorphous byer. Another
view held by other authorities is that the Beilby layer cansists of
crystals so small as to yield no discernible pattern. The evidence
presented by such investigators as L. H. Germer, F. Kirchner,
J. T. Wrwell, J. I’4ulf’f,W. Cochrane, G. I. Finch, and others on the
constitution of the fleilbyl~r are well summarized in references ~
and 5.

The electron-difi’ractionpatterns yielded by the Beilby layer
are similar to those caused by liquids, such as ?m?rcury,at rcom
temperature (reference 7, ?. 171). The disordered array of mole-
cules that constitut~ the layer has been likened to the surface of
a liquid. Even as at the surface of a liquid, surface forces are
high. Great energy is available for adsorption of r.oleculesof
other materia13 (reference 3(Q)). Then too, Aernical reacticns may
be hastened by this cnerfly. ‘i’hssurface mergy of the Beilby layer
is sn &reab that naterial.sdeposited on the surface by physical means
assume the randcm orientation of the layer until a considers.~lethick-
ness of deposit has %cen built up (rsference a(a)). On crystalline
materials, however, .~venvery thin deposits will show their normal
structure. These surface forces undoubtedly act to hold fluid mono-
layer very tenaciously. It is thought that the fluid fibs formed
on the Beilby layw are ~ore resistant to removal than those on
crystalline surfaces (reference 9).

The Bei~oy I.ayzris known to be hard. It is held to be wear
resistant because its formtion is accompanied by decreased time rate
of nwtal removal during rubbing (reference 7, p. 173), as has been
made apparent by experiments on journal bearings. It has been
shown that metal is removed from the bearing surfaces at a constantly
decreasing rate during the running-in process. During the same
period of time thu Bail’bylayer was continuously growing. Obser-
vations of piston ri~s and cylinders of aircraft engines showed the
existence of relatively thick layers after run-in (reference S(a)).
The depths to which these layers form o~ engine parts have never been
exactly determined, but they are gre~~r than those pzmduced on hand-
polished specimens. Such is the ~qic~’s~ of the layer on cylinders
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that several rubbings with emery pa~r are required to remove it
(reference 8(a)). Hand polishing @.elds layers from 30 to 50 A
in thickness as determined by controlled etching (reference 8(b)).
Controlled etching consists in removing known smounts of surface
material from a s]xchen. From the dixmnsions of the specimen and
from the amount of materisl removed from the specimen, the thickness
of the surface layer removed may be calculated. The process of
alternate etching and photography of electron-diffractionpatterns
continues until the characteristic pattern of the Beilby layer is no
longer obtained. The sum of the thicknesses of all layers removed
by etching is the thickness of the Beilby layer.

Surface profile. - It is current practice in America to express
surface roughness as rms (reference 10). This designation is many
times meaningless, especially when the mthcds of production of the
profiles are not specified. For instance, a lapped surface ati a
ground surface of eq’ualrms may have far different operating charac-
teristics and over-all profile heights. A self-explanatory diagram
Of Cf3~On prOfile fif’ferenCeSiS giVen in f’i~dr(?~L,frOm reference 11.
In general, a lapped surface consists of a supersurface that is essen-
tially smooth although pied with pits. A ground surface consists
of equal peaks and valleys. Practically all machined surfaces can
be classified as one or the other t~e. The difference betwc.en
the two types of surface fifinii’estsitself as a lwi peak roughness
numbsr for surfaces without protuberances and as a high peak rough-
ness number for hilly surfaces.

Regardless ofvinat the initial profile may be, tl= peak rough-
ness number decreases daring the runninq-in process, except for
extremely smooth surfaces. The action consists, as determined micro-
scopically, in removi~ the tips of peaks and thus converting them to
plateaus. That psaks are converted to plateaus has been shownby
thu taper-section nethod of examination. If the oil-film thickness
‘oetwem sliding surfaces is construed to indicate the distance between
definit~ nercenta~: beering areas of eom= value 1’5ssthan 25 ,percent
on each surface pr.file, it is then seen that a low peak roughness
number will indicate a small distance of projection of profile peaks
into the filx.

Pits are needed on smaoth surfaces to prevent the ail from
wiping off as a sh~et. Two indep~ndent t!]eoriesadcquat~ly explain
this nhcnom+nan (rsf=r:ncsa 12 an.i13). It must be rmemberad that
the pr%smce of pits need not influence tht surface topography of
the plateaus cf the surface ;rofile. That is, pits may exist in
surfac=s of botk M@ and low peak ro~qfhncssnumber. The trend
in topography 01”surfac.z@ateaus i3 toward smothness. This ten-
dency is showriin a nlmbsr of cases.
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More metal is renmved from rough surfaces than from smooth
surfaces during the running-in process. The amunt of metal renmved
Is proportional to the surface finish, as shuwn by figure S taken
from reference U+(a). Hence, rough surfaces contribute much to
abrasive wear by fillir~ the lubricant with wear metal.

Worms and mrm gears develop greater load-carrying capacity and
greater efficiency afkar running-in as the initial surface finish is
made finer (reference L!+(b)).

It iS believed that the formation of a profile of low peak
rougkmess ]i~her would aid in maintaining a monomolecular film under
boundary-lubrication conditions by ticreasing the number of long-
chain molecules stzmdfilgon end atop the extremities of the super-
surfaca.

Fatigne resist”’nceof smcoth surfaces is gre?ter than that of
rough surfaces. It seern~logical that the corrcsion resistance of
a smooth surf:lc~should be greater than that,of a rc~h surface
ir&much as a rough smf,zce presents greater profile m?as for attack.
Also, corrosion fabigue, as with all fzhigue phenomena, is more dele-
terious to rough surfaces tn-.r.tc snmcth surikcds.

The direction of sliJing of S-orfac%sis indicatsd by scratches
or grooves parallel to the direction of’sliding if contact occurs.
Records of a slidin~,EIurf:.cem:.~ewith trlccr instrunwnts show deep,
close~ si)ac~dpits and paaks, if t~ksc orthogonal to the direction
of’sliding, and less clos~ly spac~d, if ttikerlin tiledirection of
sliding (figs. 6(oj cfid6[b), frum refer>nce 15). Thrse ~marksare
mme or less irrup~ilardepending on th. m:;thodof surface finish and
the mnnunt of abrssive present in the lubric.wiL. Whether these
crevic;3 3aF~e as ,OilWayS to ,Jj-stributS oil over the mrface or
wllethm timy serve as c!ttinil~ls for escape of the Lubricant under
prmsur.: between the sliders has never been cls:~rlydetermined.
Thesu scr.~tchcsare sometimes tarnud Ilrun-inmrks.11

The most common means of me~surtig surl%.ceroughness ss r~s is
by use of either th~ Brush suzzfacaanalyzx’ or the Proi’ilomat@r. At
pr~sent, the orllyco~ori non,i:structiveattempt at recording the
actwl shape of the pr~file is by r~ans of tnc Brush suri’cceanalyzer.
For surf~ccs less rough than 2~0 microinshes rms, ths rms determined
~ the instrumnt +.sqiff.rent ironths true rms as d.?ts~ned micro-
scopically by ta:mr s.?ctimin~. For ground surfaces in tha order
of 1 .ticrainc}.rms LS me~sure(lby the instrument, the true rms is
about 10 nxicrntich;srxs (ref=r~ficeti+(c]). Such instruments serve
usafully in pr~duction insp.chion and in eom~ r~sxmch but th~~ fall
short of yleliin~ pr.:ciser:s.~rch dcta.

L . ._ — --
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Taper section~g is
profiles but it requires
destructive testing must

a very exact metho~ of
the destruction of the
be avoided if a series

run on a specimen, such as a piston ring, where
under study.
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viewing surface
specimen. Evidently,
of tests is to be
surface profile is

It must be noted that the surface roughness of the face of a
piston ring varies arounclthe circumference of the ring after run-in.
The NACA has made investigation cf this relation between radial-
pressure pattern and circumferential variation of surface roughness.
Aircraft-angine piston rings had been lapped in cylinders before
test in ardsr to eliminate the variable of initial surface finish in
~CCf31f31YLtSd hlEh-oUt~J’Jttest runs. The surface finish of.these
rir<s was evaluate5 by mans of a Rrush surface analyzer equipped
with both rr.smeter and oscillograph. Roughness measurements were
taken at three points on the rin~ face, namely, adjacent to the gap,
oppositf:the gap, and at a point halfway between the two, which was
called the 99’ ncin~. B5th circwnferential and axial ro~~hnesses
were determined.

It was found that, after lapping, the finish was roughest et
ths 9@ p~int, with raugh’lessesat the other two stations approxi-
mately equal to each other although sli~htly lower at the gap. This
roughness pattern was siri_larin both directions of travel.

When tl?arings were axamined after accelerated high-cutput tests
that had not s.veraly marred tIiesurfaces by scuffing or scoring, the
origir~=lshape of roughness pattern was found. It was shown that
at all ~JCIhLbS on the ring the following expression held:

10F rms after running . ~onstlnt
loh ma after lsppinfi

.

Ths rings in question possessad hi~h plus circularity. The
radi.al-nressarepatt~rn of such rings taksn around the circumference
is similar to tk~ finish pattern, that is, snmoth at gap and
l?CP point, aridrougher batween. Because the rings grew smoother
with rubbing it followed Lti.atpoints of the highest radial pressure
gave the most waar during lapping ~md ~avs tilesmoothest surfaces.
Indeed, it would st~el;lthat, il’a “listenring were lapped in a cyl-
inder aruithe r.esultinpsurfacp-finish ~att.srnw.?redetemjnsd, the
r~di~l-pressure patt:’rnww:li follow.

Shape ch”xags.- The hy~od~~m.ic theory of lubrication states
that, if sli5inC surfucas ccnver~e +m fern a ccrrectly proportioned
wedge-shaped spat., Lhe cptimurnscmdition3 fsr wemless cperation
are .establishf~d. Journcls in oecrir.gstntomtical.ly follow this
criterion by .di,splacingthe~s,~lveseccentrically. Approximately

1. —. ---
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one fourth of the total bearing is available for supporting the load.
The Michell-Kingsb~~Nomy types of bearings make use of pivoted
slippers to establish the wedge-shaped oil film and increase the
length of cticwnference that can carry load (reference 16). Applied
to #ournal bearings, pivoted shoes have enabled unit bearing pressures
to be tripled without excessive bearing wear.

Piston rings are assembled in piston grooves with appreciable
clearance in order to mirhni=e ring sticking. This clearance, as
well as tineclearance of the piston in the cylinder, permits the
piston ring to rock with respect to the cylinder. Rocking brings
the cylinderwall into contact with the edges of the piston-rtig face
where wear takes place. The continuous wearing of the ring edge
against the wall causes the ring face to become convex. Inspection
by the authors has shown that high-output aircraft-enginepiston
rings presented a continuously curved convex face shape after oper-
ation. This shape agrees with hydrodynamic theory that postulates
a biconical face shape as opttium (reference 1?’). The percentage
of the stroke over which full fluid lubrication occurs increases as
the optimum face shape is ap;moached.

The effact nf Cas pressure on ring wear tiuringo?eration i3 in
dispute. One authority states tnat gas yessurs ha3 little effect
on ring wear (rei’wence l?); The smallnes~ of the effect is thought
to be dus to the ni~:hpatcntial ssparati;lgfarce d’ the fluid film
that is built up by the time marinm gas pressurs can develop behind
the piston rings t}mo:~h t:.osmall piston and cylir.derclearances.
Other so’m-cesshow that Cas prtissu-esda influence pist~n-rir~ wear,
especially when unit wall pressures are low (rei’erenw 19).

Because the fluid film is in wary case v~ry t~~in,the degree
of taper of a bic.mical rinq face need be only sli@~tly greater than
the maximum angle that the ring can make with the cylinder center
line under extreme rocking conditions. Eecawe the amount of
rocking is variablo over the stroke, the angle produced by the planes
of ring and cylinder wall must be variable. The only practicable
means of obtaining this variable angle is for the ring to have a
continwusly curved convex, not biconica.L,face.

Local thermal distortions produced by temperature change of
the operating mechanism will cause the surface of the slider to
depart from its nominal shape (referance 20). During running-in
the slider tends to remove these protuberenues where thuy exist.

Nsw materials on surface, - ‘i’hesurface of a slider may undergo
reaction with the lubricant tc form surface compounds. The action

J

of chendcal polishing agents and, in part, the ‘&tion of oiliness
agents are attributed directly to the formation of surface compounds.
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Even cutting fluids used in machining operations depend to some
extent for their action on the organometallic compounds of varied
frictional coefficients that are formed on the work surface.

Chalmers and Quarrell (reference 21, pp. 232-255) state that the
high wear of engine cylinders by aluminum pistons is caused by alu-
nlnum trioxide, sapphire. This oxide beccmes amorphous d.ming
running and recrystallizes on stopping to fern sapphire, which abrades
steel readily. titer the engine is started, some tim elapses before
the amorphous siructure returns. The amorphous form of the oxide
does not wear the cylinder bactly. Aluminum-magnesiunwalloypistons,
which always form amorphous oxides, might yield reduced wear. This
idea is under investigation according to the authors of reference 21.

Surface compcunds may be detected by chemical methods ard by
such means as electron diffraction, X-ray diffraction, and others.

Another cha:ge in surface composition occurs when cast iron is
a slider. Cast iron when rubbed has the property of bringing
occluckd graphite to the surface. This graphite forms a layer
oriented in the direction of sliding (reference 8(a)), It iS

claimed by some authorities that, when this graphite is removed, wear
becomes great and unpredictable. Graphite is believed to be more
easily oil-film forming than metals.

Change in pressure pattern of ring. - The NACA has found that,
in accelerate~h-oukput tests, pistan rings maintain the original
radial-pressure pattern after operation provided that no ring failure
has occurred. Ring failures, either of the type where gas blrby
has incre~sed or where scuffin~ has occurred, modifi~Me ring pattern.
The NACA has found that fi~creasedtemperature of a piston ring in
a cylinder decreased ths diametrzl tension cf the ring. From these
results, it can be reasoned that high local temperatures, such as
those caused by blow-by or scuffing, will lcwer the corresponding
local radial pressuras so as to w~rp the pressure pattern of the
ring. Illustrations of such rmdifications are not uncormnonin
piston-ring literature (reference 22).

Metallurgical chine. - Sliding af surfaces is Tiny times
accompanied by cold work, always sc when contact between tt.esurfaces
occurs. It has been o&rved-that working by any cf a number of
means including sliding will reduce the grain size of mt.al and also
deform the gra-instu produce oriented structure (reference 8(c)).

Cold-working also aff=cts the affinity of the lubricant mono-
layer for the ~tzl , either directly by rvxiifi~ngattractive surface

_ll
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forces or indirectly by preferentially attracting foreign materials .
(reference 12). Worked surfaces are prone to corrode, however,
because internal stresses lower the corrosion resistance and the
corrosion-fatigue resistance (reference 7, p. 172).

Many materials gati in hardness and wear resistance dtiect~
because of metallurgical phase changes effected by cold work.
Hadfield manganese steel, for instance, is a common material that
attatis its complement of abrasion-resistingqualities directly ~
cold work.

Removal of loosely held surface material. - The advent of
super?mish has focused attention on loose nmtal ‘Ifuzzllpresent on
newly machined surfaces. This metal, normally, is quicldy worn
off during operation and finds its way tito the lubricant. Minute
particles of loose abrasive are also present in the outer surfaces
of machined parts that have been finished by conventional abrasive
means. The exponents of superftiish claim that neither loose fuzz
nor abrasive is present on suparfiniehed surfaces (reference L!+(d)).

Miscellaneous. - J. T. 13urwelland H. W. Fox in unpublished
research conducted at M.I.T. found that for.journal bearings the
time rate of metal removal is about the same as the time rate of
change of friction torque and tim rate of change of lubricant tem-
perature. It would seem that wear ie a good criterion of perform-
ance characteristics of sliding surfaces. Hence, the runntig-in
process was defined in this paper on the basis of slider wear.

If a hewing is run in at SCM definite operating temperature
and if sometime thereafter the operattig temperature is increased,
the bearing passes through another run-in process. The increase
in temperature is characterized by decreased seizure load,
friction, and increase at the point of ndnimum friction in

hr2zNvariable _
CZP

where

r radius, inches

c diametral clearance, inches

z absolute viscosity, centipoises

N angular velocity, rpm

P unit pressuR, pounds per square inch

increased
the

. . — — —. ..
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After the sliding surface has been run In at the increased tem-
perature, the performance characteristicswill have approached post
run-in values because of the lowered oil viscosity that permits the
surfaces to a~roach each other and thus to wear off more of the sur-
face profiles (reference u(e)). It has been shown also that oils
of light viscosity run in surfaces smoother than heavier oils of the
Sam+ stock. Actual operating viscosity has no effect on the phenom-
enon. When both oils are heated W the same viscosi@, the heatier
oil still wears the surface rougher (reference L(f)).

Running-in increases the load capacity of sliding surfaces, as
s~l~ graphically in figure 7, from reference u(e). Itwill be
nGted that higher loads may be carried by a run-in surface, without
destroy- thick film lubrication, than by a virgin surface. Because
the condition of thin film lubrication connotes higher wear than does
hydrodynamic lubrication, it is seen that the wear decreases as the
surfaces are run ti. Figure 7 shows directly that friction torque
is less for a run-in surface.

Another msans of shcwing the load-carrying advantages of running-
in is by the constant-torqua friction-loud curve for a plain journal
bearing. (See fig. 8 and reference 2~1) Because friction torque
is proportional to the product nf the coefficient of friction and the
nmnnal load,

T=lcfp

where

T friction torque

f friction coefficient

P load

k proportionality const.3nt

With torque constant,

whers K is .?constant. This expression is the equation of the
hyFerbola shcnvmin figure 8, l’rcmrefereilce25. Because running-in
lowers the fricticn and bacause smooth surfaces have less friction
than rough surfaces (fig. g from reference u(a)], tha shapes of
the.curves in figure 8 fie apparent. The curves in figure 8 shcw
also that i?greater change in lead-czrryi.ngc,rqmcityis produced by
running in the smooth surface th.m by running in the rough surface for
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the same period of time under oonstant torque. ~For the s-
period of tima of running-in, however, the rough surfaca cannot
achieve the sam load capacity as tha smoth surface. This dif-

.,--. --,.,-.fersnce-in,load capacity-tidicates that the fundamental idea of
roughening surfaces in order tha~ they may r~ ~ nmre quickly is
fallacious. It would appear that the running-in process is never
completed, for a bearing may continue to improve continuously in
performance during operation. (See fig. 10, from reference IJ+(e).)

CHARACTERISTICS OF RUN-IN SURFACES

ARTIFICIAL PRODUCTION

To some extent each of the characteristicsof run-in surfaces
may be artificially produced, ttat is, be produced on the piston ring
without resort to running in tho ring jn an angine.

-“ - It is possible to produce the Beilby layer on
surfaces 3UC as rylinders without running in the cylinder in an
actual engine. Rubbing under proper~ controlled conditions will
i)rO.iUCeit. In order that the surface will not wear out before
the layer is formed, rubb~ loads must not be too high nor sliding
speeds too great. In order to fcrm the layer at all, however,
rubbing loads must not be too low nnr sliding tco slow. Pure hydro-
static pressure will not produce the layer. Shearing stress must
be present (reference 8(d)). In general, the Beilby layer cannot
be fGrmad on metal surfaces that are rubbed by metals of lower melting
petit (reference 7, p. 173).

Deposition of certain coatings by methods, such as cathodic
s~uttering, flashing, electrolysis, and oxidation, may yield a]ior-
phous films.

The effect of adsorption of lubricant and combustion gases in
the engine may cause tb natural layer to differ from the artificial
(referanc9 8(=)). For example, bearings run under an oxygen blanket
show increasingly high saizure loads as the rate of oxidation increases
(reference U(e)). Rmga, when used for polishing, has a tendency
to give off oxygen to metals (raferance 8(e)); thus, surfacas polished
with rouge might conceivably be mora seizure rasistmt than those
polished with inert agents.

Swface profile. - Means of producing smooth surfacee and sur-
faces~f low peak roughnass number me available by mechanical,
chemical, and electrolytic methods (reference 21, pp. 265-267). Lap-
ping and superfinishi.ngyield the smooth surfaces. The finish
may be mada snmothsr by prolonging tha machining operation or by elec-
tropolishing (refmencc L!+(d)). Machina polishing rmoves high paaks

L —. —. -— —-
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by flowing the metal, but the action is usually so drastic that
much of the flowed metal is worn off during the initial moments of
operation under service loads.

When certain additives known as chemical polishing agents are
placed in lubricating oil, they react with the metal sliding sur-
faces to fcrm cempounds that have lcw wear resistance, low shear
strength, cr low melting points (reference ~(g)). Because the
reactisn proceeds only with unattached material, the peaks alone
will be wcrn down because they are being constantly abraded ad
exposed to the additives. Certain of these additives, such as tri-
creeyl Fhcsphate, are temperature selective; that is, the reaction
decelerates as tinelocal temperaturedrops (reference L!+(g)).
Te~erature-selective additives need never be removed from the lubri-
c~tj when they have performed their functio~ of flattening surface
peaks, they becmm inoperative. Other additives that are not tem-
Terat-arsselective rzustbe removed frc?mthe lwhricarttafter their
purpcse has been fulfi~led in order to prevent exuessive wear
during service. A prGfile consisting of very flat peaks may be
cbtainod in this way. ;\rhentrothoiliness agents ard cnemical
pclisning agents are added b lubricants, the wear resistance of the
surface after running-in is increased ma~~fold (refererce ~(g)).

Zlectropcli.sk,ing(electrolyticbltightening)can produce very
omooth surfaces that are markedly free frcm asperities. This
~ethod may ke used to remove scratches from s~erfinished surfaces
(reference u(d)). “#hethersuch smocth sml%.ces are suitabie fcr
o:eration as sliders is determined by tke abrasive cantent of hhe
lubricant. If the lubricant is relatively free frcm abrasivss,
such a surface w1ll retain its smoothness during service (refer-
ence ~(d))~ if net, the surface will ru~hen.

A surface consisting of plateaus surrounded by deep gorges
can be produced by a process essmtially tlm same as electropolishing.
One such process has been Fatented ami is med to prcduce this type
of surface on chrcmium plating. As with electropolishing,the
work surface serves as the anode =.d current is f.Lcwedthrough an
electrolytic solution. In general, if the electrolyte is such that
current can mora easily flew through the metal th~. through the
electrolyte, electropoliskingwill take place a~d the surface will
becoq.esmocther (referents 21, p. 26S). Under o’therconditions,
hcwever, certain phases of the matarial are selected fcr removal
(refer~:nceill(h)). In such cases essentially flat plateaus s-m-
roumied by gorgss will result, The nrocess is used cmnnercially
m chromium~Fla5ed sliticg surfaces. Superposing alternating
current on t,hedirect electrolytic current results in depcsits 5ha09t
free from internal stress.
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In line with the theory that run-in marks are beneficial for
sl@ing surfacss, some engine cylinders have been rmchined with tco1 -....-
marks parallel-to--the‘axis. Draw polishing.(burnishing) was one
of the first means used to produce the effect. This procebs, how-
ever, causes the nmtal to flow in such manner that areas of the
surface metal are weakened and break off easily under slidingJ also,
peaks may be flowed so that they are bed and cover over the initial
surface rugosities. When this covering is detached, tie original
surface is exposed. I%essnt-day means of achieving this type of
finish are by usa of honing withut rctation, which is also called
codirectionalhoning or functioml finishing. Sonm authorities
claim that such finish reduces initial we- (reference ~(i)).

Shape chang~. - It is emttiely practicable to machine piston.—
rings to a ccmtinuously curved zonvex face shape. Conventional
~achining ~,ethodssuch a3 grinding will produce the ~esired effect
filthoughthe small arrauntof curvature desired jndicates that pre-
cisicn machining may be reqtirad for this wrk.

The elimination of local IArmal distortions may be accomplished
by designing er~ine parts in such manner that they take correct
nomiral shape when heate~ to operating temperature.

New materials on surface. - If materials that imprcve the per-
formance ckaract~slics af a pistxm ring form on the piston-ring
surface cwing to chemical reacbion, it woulflseem entirely practic-
able t~ carry ~r~cugh thess reactions ~ricr to el:gineoFeration.
I’r~sent,Fishon-rirg coatings may actually serva the same pur~se as
the Trofluctsof these reactions.

Fistcn-ring coatings ar.?e~lcyed in order that rings may Fass
throu~h the running-in pr~cess without p=rm,anentmarting or wearing-
C)ut. They may also liner frictional force (reference lh(j)). Such
coatings serve as buffer layers, which themselves do not wear the
cylinder greatly. As the coatings wear cff, tie asperitie~ of the
piston-ring basis metal.are permihted to coma gradually tito contact
with the cylinder wall in order that wear@-in may occur, The
coating ought preferably to be oil retentive.

Occluded gra~hite may be brought t.athe surface of cast-iron
sliders by polishing operations. Colloidal graphite added to the
lubricant has been recommended to replenish this graphite layer.
Colloidal graphite is even better in this respect than graphite
deposited from suspension (reference 8(a)).

Change in pressure pattern of ring. - Inasmuch as the only
changes m pressure pattern of piston rings found to this date after
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a running-in process had been completed were those caused by
incipient or complete faflure~ it would appear that present pressure
patterns should not be altered.

Metallurgical change. - Any number of methods maybe used to
cold-work the surface of a slider. For instance, the practice of
sandpapering engtie cylinders before running-in yields a cold-worked
layer. It has been shown by X-ray diffraction nthods that coarse
abrasive yields a lesser depth of cold work than fine abrasive
(reference 2~1).

Removal of loosely held surface material. - The most direct
method of obtaining a surface free from 100SG metal fuzz would
appear to be electiopolish@. 3ecause superfinishing has been
proved to yield negligible amounts of abrasive on a superfinished
surface, it can be used as a finish-machining operation where little
loosely held surface mterial is desired.

.

RECCM15NDATIONS

The following tests are recommended for investigatiorain order
to direct future development along lines that would eliminate
running-h and allow a sliding surface to be put into service at
the pesk of its performance characteristics:

Tests t~ determine the effect on wear in service of piston
rings and cylinders of:

(A) Fremanufacture of surface profiles produced by

1, Superfinishing
2. 11a2ping

Grinding
1: LlectrGlytic polishing
5. Electrolytic roughening
6. Sliding on lubricant containing

[a) chemical polishing agents
(b) cherrdcal~lishing plu3 oiliness agents

(3) Premanufacture

1. Mechanical
2. Deposition

of Ileilbylayer produced by

polishing

(C) Use of rings of convex face shape

(D) Premanufacture of runntig-in marks
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(E) Colloidal graphite as lubricant for cast-iron sliders

(F) Design of cylinder shape to produce true nondml. shape.,
dr”~emperature”’conditions” appFo*hg those in ser’mice

(G) Cold-murked rubb~g surfaces

ADVANTAGES OF JWIJ?ICIALRUNNING-IN

Advantages anticipated as accruing from artificial running-in
of piston-ring and bearing surfaces before service operation are as
follows:

1.

2.
worn off

39
savci.

L.

High loads may immediately be placed on sliding surfaces.

The lubricant is not fillgd with the large amount of metal
during the runn~-in process.

Time, labor, and money expendsd to run in engine parts era

High outputs and high mechanical efficiency may be obkained
and maintained by reductig friction and wear.

5. Operatfig life may be increasedby decreasing wear.

6. Time between overhauls may be decreased because of greater
dependability of parts.

7. Operating safety is increased by minimizing failures through
wear, corrosion, fatigue, and corrosion fatigue.

~. Design, service, and maintenance are simplified by assuring
small rata of change of dimension of sliding surfacgs.

9. Design and powermight ratio maybe bettered byassurlng
maximum efficiency for all oparating parts.

L

Aircraft Engine Research Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Cleveland, Ohio,

-—. —— — —
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(a) Magnified 61+00:1.

(b) Magnified 8600:1.

Fig. 1

l?t~ure 1. - Oblique photomicrographs of finish ground
surfaces .of steel, made with electron
microscope. (plate 2 from reference 2.)
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(a) Records taken parallel to sliding. Magnification:
vertical X2000, horizontal X30. (Fig. b from
reference 15)

~igure 6. - Records of worn cyllndera taken from cars
after several thousand miles of operation.
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NACA ARR No. 4C21 Fig. 6b

(b) Same specimens as figure 6 (a) except that records
were taken orthogonal to direction of sliding.
Magnification: vertical XlLOO, horizontal x21.
(Fig. 5 from reference 15)

Figure 6. - Records of worn cylinders taken from cars
after several thousand miles of operation.
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